Blackfuse

Siegecrafter Helix Blackfuse is the twelfth boss of Siege of Orgrimmar. In addition to his custom
shredder , Blackfuse will utilize the weapons that come from the conveyer belts on the sides of
the room to produce bombs, lasers and other weapons to use against the players. Helix
Blackfuse's technology would later be used to help power the Iron Horde in World of Warcraft:
Warlords of Draenor , with Pauli Rocketspark taking over the responsibilities of the
construction. Helix Blackfuse was the only goblin with the combination of engineering prowess,
professionalism and ruthlessness to satisfy Garrosh in his search for the engineer of the True
Horde. A mercenary at heart, Blackfuse's love for his creations and the gold they fetch has
forever linked his fate with that of his patron and Warchief. The foundation for the concept of
this fight lies in the U-shaped conveyor belt that encircles the chamber, allowing players to
jump up into the workings of the assembly line and disrupt the manufacturing process. The
fight against Blackfuse unfolds amidst a weapons manufacturing assembly line. Each time the
conveyor belts activate, three disassembled weapons of various types roll out, and players may
access the assembly line by jumping into nearby pipes, to destroy one of the three. The
remaining two will be activated and assault the raid until they slide out of view. When activated,
Siegecrafter Blackfuse's Laser Turrets fire a beam of energy that tracks a player, leaving behind
patches of superheated ground for 60 sec. Grizzle Gearslip and a contingency of goblin troops
teleport into the Siegeworks. Grizzle, his troops and the raid notice Siegecrafter Blackfuse
adding the finishing touches to an immense, spherical weapon. Moira Thaurissan and a
contingency of dwarven troops drill into the Siegeworks. The Star rolls forward, spewing flames
in its path before exploding. Siegecrafter Blackfuse. Sign In. Jump to: navigation , search.
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intended to provide a comprehensive description of the encounter with Siegecrafter Blackfuse
in Siege of Orgrimmar. It is targeted at anyone who desires to understand the fight mechanics.
Siegecrafter Blackfuse is the twelfth boss in the Siege of Orgrimmar. This is an extremely
complex encounter, during which your raid will have to not only fight against Blackfuse, but
also contend with a large number of the boss' gadgets and devices. In addition to the items
listed below, Siegecrafter Blackfuse drops the tokens that you will need for buying your Tier 16
Shoulders parts:. Siegecrafter Blackfuse has a chance to drop a rare pet: Blackfuse Bombling.
The encounter against Siegecrafter Blackfuse is a single-phase fight. Your raid will face not only
Blackfuse himself, but also several types of adds. There are two conveyor belts, one located at
each end of the room where you fight Blackfuse. At regular intervals throughout the fight,
several inactive adds will be brought it on the north-western conveyor belt. Your raid members
can move up on the conveyor belt and attack these adds, but only one can be killed, as the
remaining ones become immune when one dies. Soon after that, any adds that were not killed
will appear on the north-eastern conveyor belt, where they cannot be attack, and from where
they use their abilities against your raid for a certain amount of time. On our forums, we are
maintaining threads with class-specific advice for each of the fights of Siege of Orgrimmar. So,
make sure to check them out, and if you have things to share, do not hesitate to contribute!
Your raid starts out the fight on a large circular platform, located within a much larger room.
This platform is where Siegecrafter Blackfuse is located, and it is surrounded by lava. Most of
your raid will be confined to this platform for the duration of the fight, where you will fight

Blackfuse and some of his adds. There are two conveyor belts in the room, located alongside
the north-western and north-eastern walls respectively. Because of the lava, players cannot run
or jump up onto these conveyor belts, but the north-western conveyor belt can still be accessed
despite the lava. Players can reach this conveyor belt through a system of transport pipes a la
Super Mario. These pipes are located on the platform, next to the conveyor belt, and players can
simply jump inside the pipes in order to be transported to the conveyor belt. Players who use
the transport pipes are debuffed with Pattern Recognition , which prevents them from using the
pipes to get to the conveyor belt for 60 seconds. There are two pipes, but there does not seem
to be any limit to the number of different players who can use the pipes, or who can be on the
conveyor belt at the same time. When players are ready to leave the conveyor belt, they can do
so by jumping into a similar set of pipes, located at the other end of the conveyor belt, which
take players back to the platform. The Pattern Recognition debuff has no interaction with this
set of pipes. These large adds have several abilities. It is worth noting that the Automated
Shredders can be damaged by Blackfuse's sawblades, as well as by several other add abilities
listed below. Every 40 seconds, a new wave of adds will enter the fight on the north-western
conveyor belt. Three different adds will enter the fight each time, chosen randomly out of four
total types of possible adds. When on this north-western conveyor belt, the adds are
deactivated or, in the case of one of them, disassembled. Essentially, this means that they do
not do anything and they can simply be attacked and killed, although as we have mentioned,
once one of the three adds on the conveyor belt dies, the other two become immune. The adds
that are not killed come out on the north-eastern conveyor belt a few seconds later. Once there,
they are no longer deactivated, and are instead activated. Once on the north-eastern conveyor
belt, the adds can no longer be killed. These adds remain on the north-eastern conveyor belt
long enough to cast their ability once they each have a single ability, and after using it they
disappear. The exception to this rule are certain mine-like adds that jump down on the platform
and need to be killed. Below, we list the abilities of each of the four types of adds, as well as the
name of the adds when they are on the north-western conveyor belt. We will first summarise the
strategy for the fight, before going into more details in subsequent sections. The ideal location
to tank Blakfuse in is at the edge of his platform, right next to the north-western conveyor belt.
Tanking the boss at the edge means that the waves from Shockwave Missile will be easier to
avoid, and tanking him at this particular edge gives your raid the greatest possible distance
from where the Crawler Mines spawn they spawn next to the north-eastern conveyor belt.
Blackfuse's tank cannot also tank the Automated Shredders , since they would be healed by the
Automatic Repair Beam aura if they were to come within 35 yards of the boss. This means that
Blackfuse and the Automated Shredders must be tanked by different tanks, who must always be
at least 35 yards apart. A tank switch must be performed on Blackfuse, due to the Electrostatic
Charge debuff. Normally, the damage that a tank debuffed by Electrostatic Charge does to the
Automated Shredder should kill it by the time the next Shredder spawns, meaning that your
tanks can switch their targets without fear of bringing Shredders too close to Blackfuse since
they would switch when no Shredders are up, and the tank who does not have Blackfuse can
pick up the new Shredder when it spawns afterwards. Blackfuse's tank will have to be prepared
with a defensive cooldown whenever an add dies, since the boss buffs himself with Protective
Frenzy when this happens. Also, it is somewhat useful to have the Automated Shredders take
damage from the various add abilities that damage them, but this is certainly not mandatory. A
new wave of adds spawns on the north-western conveyor belt every 40 seconds, but due to the
Pattern Recognition debuff, any one player can only travel to the conveyor belt every 60
seconds. This means that you will need to assign two different teams to handle the conveyor
belt alternatively. Players on the conveyor belt do not take any damage unless they fail to avoid
the Matter Purification Beam s, in which case they die anyway , so there is no need to send any
healers there. There is no need for tanks, either, so you should only assign DPS players to the
conveyor belt. In man, it is enough to send 2 DPS players to the conveyor belt to assure that the
desired add is killed before reaching the end of the belt. In man, 4 players will do the job.
Finally, there is the question of which add your raid should kill on the north-western conveyor
belt. There is no simple answer, since each raid group may have difficulty with different
abilities, based on its strengths and weaknesses. That said, we believe that you should mostly
kill the Disassembled Crawler Mines , since they are the most disruptive to your raid. You will
have to regularly at least once every 3 waves allow a Deactivated Electromagnet to make it over
to the north-eastern conveyor belt , since you need this add's Magnetic Crush to remove the
sawblades from the room. On the main platform, your raid members will have to essentially DPS
Siegecrafter Blackfuse while surviving the many abilities used by the boss and the adds. Your
raid members will have to stay away from any sawblades that Blackfuse creates through
Launch Sawblade. These sawblades will limit the amount of space your raid has, so that is

something you will have to account for. Whenever an Activated Electromagnet casts Magnetic
Crush , make sure that you are not standing between the Electromagnet and any sawblades,
since they will hit you when they come in contact with you. The Automated Shredders' Overload
simply requires that your healers react accordingly to the raid damage. The damage of the
Shredders increases the longer they are alive since their damage increases each time they cast
Overload , but this should not be a problem as long as your tanks perform the tank switches
correctly. Next, your raid members will have to handle the Activated Laser Turrets intelligently.
Players who are targeted by the laser beam, and who are therefore leaving behind Superheated
void zones must take the beams in areas where they will not interfere with your raid's
positioning, and they must especially pay attention to the current location of the sawblades.
Specifically, it is important not to lock players in between sawblades and Superheated void
zones. A particularly difficult part of the fight is when Crawler Mines jump on the platform.
Players who are fixated upon by these adds must kite them around, and they must be killed
before they reach their targets. Your raid should take advantage of the Break-in Period debuff
that the Crawler Mines have for the first minute after they spawn, and stun, snare and root them
while killing them quickly. Even though the Crawler Mines have low health, it is still important
not to kite them next to Siegecrafter Blackfuse, since his Automatic Repair Beam will heal them.
Finally, your raid will have to avoid the damage caused by the Activated Missile Turrets '
Shockwave Missile. Given the fact that each wave gives players ample time to avoid it, this
ability is not really very problematic. If players stand about 15 or 30 yards away from Blackfuse
when this ability is about to be cast, then they should be very close to the edges of the waves.
We would also note that Hunters' Deterrence works to prevent damage from this ability. In this
section, we will very briefly summarise what the players belonging to each of the three roles
have to do during this fight. In this encounter, your raid will be under a lot of pressure right from
the start, with many abilities being used against you all at once. Since most of these abilities
require awareness and good reflexes in order to be avoided, you will have no choice but to pull
the boss as many times as it is needed for all raid members to get used to these abilities. As a
raid leader, you should look to see which of the adds that comes in on the north-western
conveyor belt is most difficult for your raid to deal with and have that one killed each time. The
Heroic mode of the Siegecrafter Blackfuse encounter is heralded as one of the most difficult
Heroic modes of the instance, arguably more difficult than most fights that precede it. While
there are not many changes to mechanics and practically no entirely new mechanics , the
execution of the fight is very challenging. All the mobs in the fight have increased health, and
their abilities and melee attacks deal increased damage. In addition to this, the biggest change
to the fight comes in the form of a buff that is applied to one of the weapons that survive each
wave on the north-western conveyor belt. One of the surviving weapons will become
Overcharged , which means that when it re-appears on the north-eastern conveyor belt, its
mechanics will be different more dangerous. We will go through each of the different weapons'
Overcharged states below. There are two rules that govern the Overcharging of weapons. The
first is that Overcharging is done based on a priority system, which is as follows:. There is one
other small change to the mechanics of the fight. On the north-western conveyor belt, the walls
formed by the Matter Purification Beams no longer have a fixed gap in them. Rather, the gap
regularly changes position, as one of the beams is always inactive. Each inactive beam is only
inactive for a very short time about 5 second , after which time it immediately re-activates and a
new beam deactivates. While the overall strategy of the fight does not change, several small
aspects of it do differ in Heroic mode. The most important aspect of the Heroic mode strategy is
properly dealing with the Overcharged versions of the weapons. Your raid can determine the
order in which the weapons will overcharge, to an extent, since the composition of each wave of
weapons on the conveyor belt is fixed. We will list the compositions of all 12 waves below wave
13 marks the enrage timer of the fight. Note that within each wave that has the same
composition, the order in which the weapons enter the conveyor belt is different, but this is not
really relevant. Knowing that the weapons to be Overcharged are chosen based on a fixed
priority system, it is possible, to an extent, to control what weapon will Overcharge next. We
recommend that each raid creates a strategy that minimises the amount of times they need to
deal with the overcharged weapons that they find most problematic. As such, there is no
strategy that will work best for the majority of groups. In the sections that follow we will talk a
bit about each of the aspects that are different or simply more problematic in Heroic mode. The
first mentions must be made about how to handle the north-western conveyor belt. The idea is
the same as in Normal mode, but since the DPS requirements are higher, you will almost
certainly need to use 2 DPS players in man and 4 or 5 in man if you are to kill weapons in time
unless your DPS players' gear is extremely good. Players who go up on the conveyor belt
should save their DPS cooldowns for the weapons, instead of using them on Blackfuse before

going to the belt. We would like to note that it is possible for Hunters to go up on the conveyor
belt without going through the pipes. If a Hunter stands on top of a pipe, with their back to the
conveyor belt, and then jumps up and uses Disengage , they will end up on the conveyor belt.
This is extremely useful because doing so allows the same Hunter to go up on the belt for each
wave, entirely bypassing the limitations imposed by the Pattern Recognition debuff. The
Overcharged Electromagnets will move raid members and sawblades back and forth, causing
obvious positioning issues. There is not much to be said here. Dealing with Overcharged
Crawler Mines is fairly simple. The large Crawler Mines will need to be killed as quickly as
possible, with using as little crowd-control on them as possible so as to have it available for the
subsequent small Crawler Mines. Since the mines do not all spawn at the same time, you should
not concern yourselves too much with grouping them up for AoE attacks. Instead, simply treat
them as single targets. Unlike what we recommend for the Normal mode strategy tanking
Blackfuse on the opposite side of the platform from where the Crawler Mines spawn , it may
prove beneficial to have him tanked on top of where the Crawler Mines spawn to allow for
cleaving damage on the mines. Naturally, everyone should make sure to avoid getting hit by the
Shockwave effects it creates. The Overcharged Laser Turrets are by far the most problematic
part of the encounter. While the Overcharged Laser Turret is fairly simple to deal with do not
stand in any of the fire it causes , this ability has other implications. Namely, for a good period
of time before an Overcharged Laser Turret appears, you must be careful not to cover the safe
zones with other ground effects. In particular, players must note kite non-Overcharged Laser
Turret beams over future safe areas, nor must sawblades be placed there. Given the fact that
the Automated Shredders deal more damage in Heroic mode, their Overload ability can become
quite problematic. For the 3rd and 4th Overloads of any given Shredder, you should use raid or
personal cooldowns to ensure that everyone survives. In the event that your tank has still not
killed the Shredder by the time of the 5th Overload, the damage will be extremely high, so
strong cooldowns are mandatory although you will still probably wipe if this happens. This
concludes our raid guide for Siegecrafter Blackfuse. We hope you have found it helpful. Please
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The Blackfuse Company is a mercenary organization of Goblins and Orcs who construct siege
weapons. Founded by Siegecrafter Helix Blackfuse , the Blackfuse Company affiliated with the
True Horde led by Garrosh Hellscream , a traitor who betrayed the Horde for the sake of power,
vengeance, and war. After the True Horde's fall, the Blackfuse Company still remained intact
when the organization allied the Iron Horde and built Iron Juggernauts to be used for the
Ironmarch. This section concerns content exclusive to Mists of Pandaria. Following the
Shattering that was caused by Deathwing and the discovery of Pandaria , the Blackfuse
Company remained neutral and was led by Siegecrafter Helix Blackfuse. That was when the
entire organization was recruited to serve within the True Horde led by Warchief Garrosh
Hellscream , a Mag'har Orc who betrayed the Horde and sought to conquer Azeroth by
destroying every faction that got in his way. The Blackfuse Company made their presence in the
Northern Barrens when Vol'jin formed the Darkspear Rebellion to stand against Garrosh and
rally every ally he could find. Under Garrosh's orders, Helix led the Blackfuse Company to steal
ancient Titan technology from Pandaria and use it to create powerful defensive machines.
During the Siege of Orgrimmar , the Blackfuse Company participated in the siege against the
combined forces of factions from all over Azeroth to put an end to Garrosh's reign of terror and
conquer to the whole world. As the True Horde was weakening and many choosing to
surrender, nearly all of Helix's creations were destroyed and several members were slain. This
section concerns content exclusive to Warlords of Draenor. After the siege was over, the
Blackfuse Company still remained active across the world and was now led by Railmaster Pauli
Rocketspark , who sought to avenge Helix's death. When word was spread that Garrosh
managed to escape trial and ventured to the alternate timeline version of Draenor , Pauli led a
small force to assist the Iron Horde. They had been supplying the technology they needed to
build an army of Iron Juggernauts to serve within the Iron Horde, and siege weapons that would
be useful. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. This article
or section is a lore stub. You can help expand it by editing it. Categories :. Fan Feed. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Helix Blackfuse. The Siegeworks , Siege
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Talador. Shanna Sparkfizz. Brings on the armageddon, dealing Mechanical damage to all enemy
pets and instantly killing the caster. Cast any blind or stun on the move you think Murkalot will
use RI. This will cause your pet to control the incoming pet. This wont work if done a move late
because the incoming pet's speed will be doubled. Both of the third slot movesets are suicidal,
but really brings on the hurt, so timing is critical. If the opponents are beast, the hurt is
magnified. I ran into a team where the player used Murkalot to increase speed and damage, and
then brought this in for Armageddon. I ran into that team three times in a short period of time.
The first time I was surprised and just lost. The second time I had a better idea and still lost. The
3rd time I used my Death Adder first and spit. Even though he changed out Murkalot, the
blinding still affected the Bombling and his Armageddon missed. He immediately ran from the
battle. These pets are horribly slow, so beware. Signature move Flame Jet hits really hard
especially when it ignites the ground, this is a nice combination for a Conflagrate pet. Nice
choice of elemental for killing mechs or mechanical for killing beasts attacks. Last slot I feel
Armageddon is superior, but needs to be used on 3 pets be of most use. Self destruct moves
are also a bit of a risk when you are as slow as this pet. Can really put the hurt on certain pets,

has trouble with faster ones. Three turns to death every time! Here is a video of the pet, includes
the idle animation! You've collected 0 pets. Log in to track your collection. MVP Spotlight
Salute. Peppercat pets. Shironu Rhias Didi Flibbit Ryken Anubisath Idol. Unborn Val'kyr.
Mechanical Pandaren Dragonling. Xu-Fu, Cub of Xuen. Emerald Proto-Whelp. Comments
Blackfuse Bombling. Appearance 3. Battle 3. My Collection Loading Want it Got it Exclude â€”
Community: 2. My Rating Log in to vote. Base Quality Rare. Faction Neutral. Animation Burrows
into the grou
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nd when idle so only the top portion of the bomb is visible. Release Info Patch 5. Players can
also win this pet by using a bonus roll Warforged Seal after defeating Siegecrafter Blackfuse.
Stat Calculator. Slot 1 Abilites Burn. Slot 2 Abilites Bombing Run. After 3 rounds the bombs will
arrive, dealing Mechanical damage to the current enemy pet. Flame Jet. Slot 3 Abilites Explode.
Using explode will prevent the caster from activating Failsafe mechanisms. Using armageddon
will prevent the caster from activating Failsafe mechanisms. Passive Modifiers Mechanical.
Such a dirty dirty pet to use with Righteous Inspiration. Tips to avoid this attack with does to
each pet for a total of out the gate: Cast any blind or stun on the move you think Murkalot will
use RI. Also, I love the Bombling's death. His body flipping off of his legs cracks me up. The
first bombling created in the Underhold, Siegecrafter Blackfuse couldn't bear to see it
destroyed, and kept it as a friendly, if explosive, pet.

